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Carbon Energy Limited (CNX) is a resources development company targeting the
development of UCG in Australia and Asia (China). CNX has entered into a strategic JV with a
Chinese partner which is likely to enable a relatively rapid rollout of its patented keyseam
UCG business model throughout targeted sites. This technology has globally significant
ramifications.
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Refinanced $10m convertible note and established a sound foundation for future growth
On 25 October 2016 Carbon Energy Limited (CNX) announced
it had refinanced its $10m convertible note and established a
sound foundation for future growth with the following
highlights:
 CNX’s cornerstone investor, Kam Lung Investment
Development Co Ltd (“Kam Lung” to purchase existing
$10 million convertible note from current holder Pacific
Road with a mix of upfront and deferred cash
consideration;
 Current convertible note will be extended for a further five
years on substantially the same terms;
 Funding will be used for refinancing, establishing solid
foundation for future growth;
 Proposed minimum $5 million rights issue to place CNX in
a stronger financial position;
 70% of the rights issue ($3.5m) underwritten by Kam Lung;
 Seeking to secure further underwriting opportunities from
other sources;
 To be priced at 1.2c per share, being a 25% discount to the
90 trading day VWAP;
 Attached to every two shares subscribed for will be one
listed option, with a strike price of 2.4c and a three year
life;
 Rights issue proceeds will be used to pay for refinancing
costs of the $10m convertible note and provide general
working capital to pursue business development
opportunities and ongoing commitment to rehabilitating
the Bloodwood Creek trial site;
 Approval will be required from shareholders at the AGM
for entering into the convertible note with Kam Lung;
 CNX’s 2016 Annual General Meeting will now be held in
mid-December; and
 Pacific Road appointed to monetise coal assets of CNX.
CNX’s MD, Kerry Parker said: “Extending the Company’s debt
facility by a further five years and resolving the Company’s
short-term financial capacity by securing underwriting support
for our $5 million rights issue is a significant milestone and will
allow management to focus on progressing the China Joint
Venture with JinHong Investment Development Co. Ltd and to
pursue additional joint venture and other business
opportunities in particular in Asia and Europe.”

Earnings Changes
The rights issue is 25% dilutionary but it is a condition
precedent to resolving CNX’s short term funding issue and in
doing so dramatically de-risks CNX’s business.
We are retaining our 12 month price target of A$0.09 and the
recommendation of SPECULATIVE BUY. The price target is
underpinned by our DDM valuation.

Company Data
Number of shares

1,813.4M

Market capitalisation

$23.6M
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67.8
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$0.02/$0.008

Average Daily Turnover ($M)
% S&P/ASX 200

0.0
0.28

% All Ordinaries

N/A

DDM Ranking

N/A

GICS Industry Group

Energy
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omissions (except any statutory liability which cannot be excluded) is specifically excluded by APP Securities, its associates, officers, directors, employees and agents. The securities of such
company (ies) may not be eligible for sale in all jurisdictions or to all categories of investors.
Analysts’ Compensation: The research analysts responsible for the preparation of this report receive compensation based upon various factors, including the quality and accuracy of the
analyst(s) research, client evaluation feedback, independent survey rankings and overall firm revenues, which include revenues from, among other business units and corporate finance.
Other International Investors: International investors outside the US, UK, UAE or Canada are encouraged to contact their local regulatory authorities to determine whether any restrictions
apply to their ability to purchase this investment and should seek their own advice
Recipient Representations/Warranties: By accepting this report, the recipient represents and warrants that he or she is entitled to receive such report in accordance with the restrictions set
out in this document and agrees to be bound by the limitations contained herein. Any failure to comply with these limitations may constitute a violation of law.

Meanings of APP Securities Stock Ratings
Buy – Describes stocks that we expect to provide a total return (price appreciation plus gross yield) of 10% or more within a 12-month period.
Underperform – Describes stocks that we expect to provide a total return (price appreciation plus gross yield) of less than 10% within a 12-month period.
NR – The investment rating and price target have been temporarily suspended. Such suspensions are in compliance with applicable regulations and/or APP Securities policies.
CS – Coverage Suspended. APP Securities has suspended coverage of this company.
Speculative Buy – Describes stocks we research with a positive bias, whose company fundamentals and/or financials are being covered, but for which there is insufficient information for APP
Securities to assign a Buy or Underperform rating.
Speculative Underperform – Describes stocks we research with a negative bias, whose company fundamentals and/or financials are being covered, but for which there is insufficient information for
APP Securities to assign a Buy or Underperform rating.
Secondary recommendation - Market weight relative to the S&P/ASX 300 under a weighting range of 0-3, with intervals of 0.5 (7 point scale). 1.0 indicates a market weight position in the stock
while a weight over 1.0 indicates an overweight position and the current level of analyst conviction.
Monitor – Describes stocks whose company fundamentals and/or financials are being monitored, or for which no financial projections or opinions on the investment merits of the company are
provided.
It is permitted for the total expected returns to be temporarily outside the prescribed ranges due to extreme market volatility or other justifiable company or industry-specific reasons.
Free Float (float / current shares outstanding) *100 – This float figure is the number of shares that are available to the public and is calculated by subtracting the shares held by insiders and those
deemed to be stagnant shareholders. Stagnant holders include ESOP's, ESOT's, QUEST's, employee benefit trusts, founding shareholder equity stake plus senior management equity stake,
corporations not actively managing money, venture capital companies and shares held by Governments.
Terminal Value methodology - APP Securities' Discounted Cash Flow (DCF) valuation applies a terminal growth rate to the last forecast year's cash flow and discounts the amount using Weighted
Average Cost of Capital (WACC). The Terminal Value is tested using ASX-listed company multiples. For resource companies there is no terminal value because cash flows are forecast to the end of
mine life.

Meanings of APP Securities Credit Ratings
Buy – If the last traded price of the hybrid security is more than 3% below our valuation
Underperform – If the last traded price of the hybrid security is more than 3% above our valuation

Valuation Methodology
APP Securities’ methodology for assigning stock and credit ratings may include the following: market capitalisation, maturity, growth/value, volatility and expected total return over the next 12
months. The price targets are based on several methodologies, which may include, but are not restricted to, analyses of market risk, growth rate, revenue stream, discounted cash flow (DCF),
EBITDA, EPS, cash flow (CF), free cash flow (FCF), EV/EBITDA, P/E, PE/growth, P/CF, P/FCF, premium (discount)/average group EV/EBITDA, premium (discount)/average group P/E, sum of parts, net
asset value, discounted dividend model (DDM), franking credits and return on equity (ROE) over the next 12 months. Listed credit securities analysis uses appropriate discount rates that reflect
credit risk of both issuer and the underlying instrument.
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